Abstract. Real quantum computing technologies have different restrictions and constraints which need to be considered during circuit synthesis. In certain technologies, only physically adjacent qubits can interact. It is common to use a pair of SWAP gates to bring the control and target qubits of any quantum gate to adjacent lines and maintain correct circuit functionality. This paper introduces a new method to synthesize linear nearest neighbor quantum circuit on the base of the analysis of quantum state in circuit. For all 3-qubit quantum circuit, experimental results shows that our algorithm can reduce the quantum cost by approximately 30% on average compared with one recent proposed method.
Introduction
With the development of quantum information technology, quantum logic synthesis gets more and more attention. Quantum logic synthesis is to implement corresponding quantum circuits and make the cost as little as possible by using fundamental quantum logic gates with no fan-out and feedback. Some optimal synthesis algorithms based on reversible logic gates (NOT gate, CNOT gate, Toffoli gate, etc.) [1, 2, 3, 4] or quantum logic gates [5, 6, 7, 8] have been proposed. Recently, the physical implementation of quantum circuit has become a research hotspot in the field of quantum information technology. These synthesis methods fail to take the interaction distance between qubits into account. In fact, many physical quantum computer proposals only permit interactions between adjacent qubits. Quantum circuits based on the interactions between linear nearest neighbor(LNN) qubits are called LNN circuits.
In order to satisfy the LNN constraints, we must construct LNN circuits. So far, there have been several methods for converting non-LNN circuit to its equivalent LNN circuit [9, 10, 11, 12] . These methods usually insert a lot of swap gates in non-LNN circuits to realize that target bit and control bit are neighbor. Usually, these methods cannot ensure circuits be optimal. This paper introduces a new method to synthesize optimal LNN circuit.
Background

Quantum Bit
Such as a classical bit has a state -either 0 or 1, a quantum bit(qubit) has a state. Two possible states for a qubit are the states 0 and 1 . The difference between bits and qubits is that a qubit can be in a state other than 0 or 1 ., it is also possible to form linear combinations of states, often called superposition as shown in (1) .where the number α and β are complex numbers. 
Quantum Circuit
Quantum circuits are constructed by quantum gates and their corresponding information channels. An n-qubit circuit can be expressed in the form of n parallel lines. The lines from top to bottom are labeled as l1, l2, …, ln. Un(c,t,k) represents a quantum gate in an n-qubit circuit. Where U is gate type, c refers to the position of control bit horizontally, t refers to the position of target bit horizontally, and k indicates the position of gate from left to right. The gate in the dotted box can be represented as Un(j,i,k)in Fig. 2 . The circuit without any gate is called identical circuit.
For an n-qubit circuit with LNN architecture, a single qubit gate has n possible distribution forms, a 2-qubit control gate has 2×(n-1) distribution forms, because each line is either control bit or target bit. In conclusion, NCV gate library in 3-qubit circuits has 3+3×2×(3-1)=15 distribution forms as shown in Fig. 3 . 
System State of Quantum Circuits Constructed by NCV Gate Library
The state of a single qubit can be 0 , 1 or their linear combination. Next, we'll discuss the quantum state in LNN circuits based on NCV gate library. Theorem 1: For a LNN circuit based on NCV gate library, if its input states are not tangled, the output states of the gate are not tangled on condition that the state of control bit is 0 or 1.
Proof: Given a control gate CU, its matrix representation is.
a, b are complex numbers and a + b = 1.
Respectively, the input state is
 is the control bit, 2  is the target bit. The input state of system is 1 2
The output state of system is 
If the output states are not tangled, can be separable into two single-qubit state vector,
The control bit remains unchanged,
Suppose the input states of control bit are not 0 or 1 , then 1 0
   and CU is an identically equal gate. This conclusion conflicts with conditions and Theorem 1 is proven. For above three type of controlled gates, when the state of the control bit is 0 , the target bit remains unchanged.
When the state of control bit is 1 , the CV gate changes the output state of target bit from 0 to V1, from 1 to V2, from V1 to 1 and from V2 to 0 , the CV + gate changes the output state of target bit from 0 to V2, from 1 to V1, from V2 to 1 and from V1 to 0 , the CNOT gate changes the output state of target bit from 0 to 1 , from 1 to 0 , from V2 to V1 and from V1 to V2. NOT gate changes the output state of target bit from 0 to 1 , from 1 to 0 , from V2 to V1
and from V1 to V2. It is easily to synthesize all 2-qubit optimal circuits using NCV gate library, There are total 2 2 !=24 circuits. It is not difficult to find that there is no CV gate or CV + gate, and the state on any line at any time only can be 0 or 1 in each circuit.
Theorem 3: For LNN 3-qubit optimal circuits constructed by NCV gate library, there is one qubit at most whose state is V1 or V2 and which can only be on line l1 or l3.
Proof: First, we prove the qubit state on line l2 cannot be V1 or V2. Suppose the qubit state on line l2 is V1 or V2 in a LNN 3-qubit circuit, according to Theorem 1, l2 cannot be the control bit of controlled gates. Because only the adjacent qubits can interact in LNN circuits, qubits on line l1 and l3 cannot interact each other when the line l2 is not control bit. As shown in Fig. 4 , a 3-qubit circuit can be decomposed to two 2-qubit circuits. Because the quantum state can't be other value but 0 or 1 in 2-qubit optimal circuits, the circuit we supposed is not optimal. Figure 4 . Decomposition of quantum circuit. Figure 5 . Decomposition of quantum circuit.
Next, we prove the qubit states on line l1 and l3 cannot be V1 or V2 at the same time. Suppose in a LNN 3-qubit circuit its qubit states on line l1 and l3 could be V1 or V2 at the same time. According to Theorem 1, l1 and l3 cannot be the control bit of controlled gates. So, this circuit can be decomposed to two 2-qubit circuits as shown in Fig. 5 . Because the quantum state can't be other value but 0 or 1 in 2-qubit optimal circuits, the circuit we supposed is not optimal.
The Optimal Circuit Synthesis Algorithm Based on NCV Gate Library
According to Theorem 3, four distributions in Fig. 3 do not exist in LNN 3-qubit optimal circuits. As shown in Fig. 6 , there are 11 distributions remained, which are corresponding to 11 basic permutations denoted by NCV_3. The reduction of basic permutations can reduce the synthesis time obviously. According to Theorem 2, there are four states for each line in optimal circuits constructed by NCV gate library, so there are 4 3 = 64 kind of system states in LNN 3-qubit optimal circuits. However, Theorem 3 excludes the impossible states and shorten the synthesis time greatly. After exclusion, there are 24 system states remained denoted by VC_3. There are 2 3 = 8 system states for input and output in 3-qubit optimal circuits denoted by V_3.
Let's begin with an identical circuit without any gate, we add each permutation in NCV_3 to the circuit separately, and each addition creates a new circuit. If the output states of the new circuit do not belong to VC_3, delete it; If there already exists a circuit whose function is as same as the new circuit, delete the new; If the output states of new circuit belong to V_3 and there is no circuit with identical function exists before, the new circuit is the optimal circuit for the reason that circuits synthesized later have lager cost. Then, for each new circuits, we repeat the procedure until all 40320 circuits occur. The specific algorithm is described below:
Step 1: Construct two circuit sets named Opb and Op, initialize Opb= {0}, Op= {0} and S= {0}, number 0 represents the identical circuit;
Step 2: Define all eleven permutation in NCV_3 as NCV_3[0]…NCV_3 [10] ,that is NCV_3={NCV_3[0], NCV_3 [1] , …, NCV_3 [10] };
Step 3: Define each circuit in S as S1~Sk, add each permutation in NCV_3 (NCV_3[0], NCV_3 [1] , …, NCV_3 [10] ) after each circuit in S, get
Step 4: For each circuit (S_NCV_3 [1] [0], …, S_NCV_3[k] [10] ) in S_NCV_3 , judge whether it belongs to VC_3. If it does, store it in S_NCV_3. Otherwise, delete it;
Step 5: For each circuit in S_NCV_3, check whether there exists a circuit with identical function in Opb. If it does, delete it. Otherwise, save it in Opb;
Step 6: For each circuit in S_NCV_3, check their output states whether belong to V_3. If so, continue to check whether the number of circuits in Op is 40320, If it is, perform step 9, otherwise store it in Op;
Step 7: Empty S and store S_NCV_3 in S;
Step 8: Empty S_NCV_3, perform step 3;
Step 9: Return Op.
Experimental Results and Analysis
This paper synthesizes all LNN 3-qubit optimal circuits based on NCV gate library, total of 40320 circuits. The average quantum cost of them is 15.9, the longest circuits have 23 gates. The average quantum cost is 22.7 if using the method proposed in [11] , and the longest circuit has 34 gates. The number of circuits which have more than 23 gates is up to 185542. Table 1 shows the number of circuits corresponding various quantum cost. It can be concluded that our method can reduce the quantum cost by 29.95% on average. 
Conclusion
In order to improve the efficiency of synthesis algorithm, this paper discusses the impossible permutation and the quantum system states in LNN optimal circuits based on NCV gate library. A lot of non-optimal circuits are excluded by checking their output states when generating circuits. On basis of the above, the minimum quantum cost algorithm is proposed and all 3-qubit optimal circuits are synthesized. Compared with the literature [11] , it is clear that our algorithm can ensure that circuits are optimal. The further work is extending our method to synthesize larger scale circuits.
